
Business Model
Testing



Entrepreneurship
is an experimentation or search
process

A startup is a search for a
repeatable, scalable business
model.
Once found, the startup scales up
to a large company.
A large, established firm primarily
executes on an existing business
model.

We want to see
evidence of your
experimentation

and search
process.



What to do?

Set up a blog to document your experimentation progress. You can
use WordPress, Wix, Tumblr, or any free blogging sites.

Use Skype, Zoom, or Facebook Messenger for your team
conversations.

Get a domain name for your company.  To find available domain
quickly, try instantdomainsearch.com or godaddy.com

For web or mobile sites, begin to build a low-fidelity version of the
website.



Start by putting up your business model canvas.

Changes from the prior week should be highlighted in red
Lesson Learned. This informs the group of what you learned and
changed week by week.

Slides should describe:
Here's what we thought (going into the week)
Here's what we found (Customer Discovery during the week)
Here's what we're going to do (for the next week)
Emphasis should be on the discovery done for that week's assigned
business model component (channel, customer, revenue model) but
include other things you learned about the business model.



Example of Business Model Canvas



Opportunity
Assessment

Project



What to do?

Identify and define a market opportunity and pitch the opportunity in 5
minutes to your classmates.

Five-minute presentation (~5 slides)

Three-page write up - concept (problem), market size, customers,
business model (hypotheses), competition

Get feedback from mentors.



Online Students

Not required, but will improve your learning

Upload a presentation file or video of you presenting somewhere on
the web 

Post a link to this presentation on the forum

Vote on other students' presentations

Presentations with the top five most votes will receive extra credit



Grading Criteria

Yes          Not Enough        No

Did they clearly articulate their concept?
Could you understand the consumer need they
were addressing?
Did they "get outside the building"?
Could you understand the business model?
Did they describe their target market?
Did they address potential competitors?
Did they discuss potential risks?

                      x

  x
                      x

                      x

                      x
                      x
  x



Once you've set up your low-fidelity website,

Start showing the site to potential customers, testing customer
segment and value proposition.
Use Google AdWords or any site that can enable you to see how many
people went to your site.
You can share your website's link on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or
any other social media sites. 
Use your network to find target customers.
You can try sending out emails and create groups.
Create online surveys.



Your website can be:

As simple as a splash page with your value proposition, benefits
summary, and a call-to-action to learn more, answer a short survey,
or pre-order.

For surveys and pre-order forms, Google Forms can easily be
embedded within your site with minimal coding.

For non-coders, make a quick prototype in PowerPoint.


